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Abstract
Dynamical matching occurs in a variety of important organic chemical reactions.
It is observed to be a result of a potential energy surface (PES) having specific
geometric features. In particular, a region of relative flatness where entrance
and exit to this region is controlled by index-one saddles. Examples of potential
energy surfaces having these features are the so-called caldera potential energy
surfaces. We develop a predictive level of understanding of the phenomenon of
dynamical matching in a caldera potential energy surface. We show that the
phase space structure that governs dynamical matching is a particular type of
heteroclinic trajectory which gives rise to trapping of trajectories in the central
region of the caldera PES. When the heteroclinic trajectory is broken, as a result
of parameter variations, then dynamical matching occurs.
Keywords: Caldera Potential Energy Surface, Dynamical Matching, Unstable
Periodic Orbits, Heteroclinic Trajectories.
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1. Introduction
Dynamical matching is an interesting chemical dynamical phenomenon that
occurs in a variety of organic chemical reactions. For example, it occurs in
the vinylcyclopropane-cyclopentene rearrangement [1, 2], the stereomutation of
cyclopropane [3], the degenerate rearrangement of bicyclo[3.1.0]hex-2-ene [4, 5]
or that of 5-methylenebicyclo[2.1.0]pentane [6]. A general description of the
phenomenon was first given by Carpenter in [7, 8] where it was argued that
a general type of potential energy surface exhibiting the dynamical matching
phenomenon has the landscape resembling that of a caldera.
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The potential energy landscape of a Caldera gets its name from the shape
of the region corresponding to an erupted volcano. It is characterized by a
shallow, almost flat potential well region (a central minimum), surrounded by
four entrance/exit channels in the form of index-1 saddles. Two of these saddles
have low energy values and correspond to the formation of chemical products,
while the other two are higher in energy and represent reactants.
The manifestation of the dynamical matching phenomenon is essentially a
statement of momentum conservation and Newtons first law of motion. It is
observed that a trajectory entering the Caldera from a channel corresponding
to a high energy index-1 saddle (reactant) experiences little force in the caldera
due to the flatness of the PES, and it exits through the diametrically opposing
low energy index-1 saddle (product). Consequently, this mechanism determines
to a considerable extent the outcome of the chemical reaction. However, not all
trajectories entering the caldera experience dynamical matching. It is observed
that some trajectories may interact with the shallow potential well and become
temporarily trapped in the region. This can dramatically influence the manner
in which they exit from the well.
A detailed study of the trajectory behavior in a two degree-of-freedom (DoF)
caldera PES was given in [9], where a more general discussion of caldera-like
PESs in organic reactions is also presented. Further work elucidating the phe-
nomena of dynamical matching and trapping in this caldera model was carried
out in [10, 11]. We will describe the results in these papers in more detail when
we describe the Hamiltonian model in the next section.
In this paper we describe the phase space mechanism that controls dynami-
cal matching. We show that dynamical matching is controlled by a heteroclinic
intersection between the unstable manifold of a periodic orbit controlling en-
trance to the caldera and the stable manifold of a periodic orbit in the region of
the shallow minimum. When a heteroclinic connection exists, trajectories thst
enter the caldera are transported to the shallow minimum, and they experience
temporary trapping in this region. When there is no heteroclinic connection,
trajectories enter and exit the caldera without interacting with the region of
the central minimum. Knowledge of this phase space mechanism is signifi-
cant because it allows us to predict existence, and non-existence, of dynamical
matching.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Caldera
PES that we use in this work, its critical points and stability, and the resulting
Hamiltonian model. Section 3 is devoted to analyzing the phase space structures
that govern dynamical matching. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize the results
and give an outlook for future research directions.
2. The Hamiltonian Model of the Caldera
In this section we describe the Caldera potential energy surface that we
consider. This model has previously been studied in [9–11]. The key features
of the PES are a central minimum surrounded by four index-1 saddles. Two
of the saddles are of higher energy than the others and phase space structures
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associated with these saddles control entrance and exit into the caldera. The
PES, which contains a parameter λ that controls the stretching of the potential
in the horizontal direction and breaks the symmetry is given by:
V (x, y) = c1
(
y2 + (λx)2
)
+ c2 y − c3
(
(λx)4 + y4 − 6 (λx)2y2) (1)
The parameters used in this paper are c1 = 5, c2 = 3, c3 = −3/10 and 0 < λ ≤ 1
(the stretching parameter). The symmetric caldera PES [9, 10] corresponds to
λ = 1 and is shown in the upper left hand panel of Fig. 1. In the remaining
panels of Fig. 1 we depict the PES contours and the equilibrium points for
λ = 0.8, λ = 0.6 and λ = 0.2. Table 2 gives the positions and energies of the
upper index-1 saddles for the different values of λ shown in Fig. 1. We observe
that the positions of the index-1 saddles move away from the center of the
Caldera as we decrease the parameter λ, which is a consequence of stretching
the PES. The position of the central minimum is given by (x, y) = (0,−0.297)
with energy E = −0.448 for all values of the stretching parameter λ.
Figure 1: The stable equilibrium point in the center (depicted by a black point), the upper
saddles (depicted by red points), the lower saddles (depicted by blue points) and the contours
of the potential for λ = 1 (upper left panel), λ = 0.8 (upper right panel), λ = 0.6 (lower left
panel) and λ = 0.2 (lower right panel).
The Hamiltonian for the system with two DoF is the sum of kinetic plus
potential energy:
H(x, y, px, py) =
p2x
2mx
+
p2y
2my
+ V (x, y) (2)
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Equilibrium point x y λ
Upper LH index-1 saddle -2.149 2.0778 1
Upper RH index-1 saddle 2.149 2.0778 1
Upper LH index-1 saddle -2.6862 2.0778 0.8
Upper RH index-1 saddle 2.6862 2.0778 0.8
Upper LH index-1 saddle -3.5815 2.0778 0.6
Upper RH index-1 saddle 3.5815 2.0778 0.6
Upper LH index-1 saddle -10.7446 2.0778 0.2
Upper RH index-1 saddle 10.7446 2.0778 0.2
Table 1: The upper index-1 saddles of the PES in Eq. 1 (”RH” and ”LH” are the abbreviations
for right hand and left hand respectively) for different values of λ. The energy for each of the
cases is E = 27.0123.
where V (x, y) is the Caldera PES in Eq. (1), and mx, my are the masses of the
x and y DoF respectively. In this work, for simplicity, we take mx = my = 1.
Hamilton’s equations of motion are given by:
x˙ =
∂H
∂px
=
px
mx
y˙ =
∂H
∂py
=
py
my
p˙x = −∂H
∂x
= 2λ (λx)
[
2c3
(
(λx)2 − 3y2)− c1]
p˙y = −∂H
∂y
= 2y
[
2c3
(
y2 − 3(λx)2)− c1]− c2
(3)
3. The Phase Space Mechanism Governing Dynamical Matching
As we have described in the introduction, the caldera gets its name from the
shape of the PES. However, transport across the caldera is a dynamical phe-
nomenon governed by the template of geometrical structures in phase space, and
dynamical matching is just one particular type of dynamical phenomenon that
we are considering in this paper. First, we describe the phase space structures
that mediate transport into the caldera.
In order to reveal the phase space structures that are responsible for the
mechanism that allows and prevents dynamical matching, we use in this work
the method of Lagrangian descriptors (LDs), see e.g. [12–14]. Lagrangian de-
scriptors is a trajectory-based scalar diagnostic that has been developed in the
nonlinear dynamics literature to explore the geometrical template of phase space
structures that characterizes qualitatively distinct dynamical behavior. The
technique was originally developed for studies of transport and mixing in geo-
physical flows [15] but has recently been applied to problems in chemical reaction
dynamics e.g [16–18], where the computation of chemical reaction rates relies
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on the knowledge of the phase space structures that separate reactants from
products. Recent modifications of this technique, known as variable integration
time Lagrangian descriptors, have made it applicable to finding phase space
structure in open Hamiltonian systems [19–21]. Details on how they are applied
for revealing phase space structures in caldera-like PESs are described in [22].
In this short paper we focus on presenting the results relevant to dynamical
matching.
For a two DoF system, the fixed energy surface is three dimensional. For
energies above that of the upper saddles an unstable periodic orbit exists in
the energy surface. This is a consequence of the Lyapunov subcenter mani-
fold theorem [23–25]. In a fixed energy surface, these periodic orbits have two
dimensional stable and unstable manifolds. Trajectories move away from the
periodic orbits along the direction of the unstable manifold in forward time. In
the upper left panel of Fig. 2 we show a segment of the unstable manifold of
the upper right-hand saddle directed towards the interior of the caldera.
The region of the central minimum of the caldera may also contain unstable
periodic orbits. The stable manifolds of these periodic orbits direct trajectories
towards the central minimum. In the upper left panel of Fig. 2 we show a
segment of the stable manifold of an unstable periodic orbit in the region of the
central minimum directed away from the central minimum.
If the stable manifold of a periodic orbit in the central minimum intersects
the unstable manifolds of one of the upper saddles we have a mechanism for
trajectories to enter the caldera and be directed towards the region of the central
minimum. In dynamical systems terminology this is referred to as a heteroclinic
connection. This would inhibit dynamical matching, as trajectories entering
the caldera would exhibit (temporary) trapping in the region of the central
minimum. If the heteroclinic connection breaks, as might occur if a parameter
is varied, the mechanism for directing trajectories towards the regions of the
central minimum no longer exists, and dynamical matching is possible. Hence,
a heteroclinic bifurcation is the critical phase space structure that inhibits or
allows dynamical matching, which we now show.
In order to explore the formation of a heteroclinic intersection between any
stable manifold coming from an UPO of the central region of the Caldera and
the unstable manifold of the UPO of the upper-right index-1 saddle, as the
stretching parameter of the Caldera PES is varied, we probe the phase space
structures in the following Poincare´ surface of section:
U+x,px = {(x, y, px, py) ∈ R4 | y = 1.88409 , py > 0 , E = 29} (4)
In the middle-left panel of Fig. 2, we observe that there is a critical value of
stretching parameter (λ = 0.778) for the formation of this heteroclinic connec-
tion. For values of the stretching parameter above the critical value there is no
heteroclinic connection between any stable manifold coming from an UPO of the
central region of the Caldera and the unstable manifold of the UPO of the upper
index-1 saddle (see the upper left panel of Fig. 2). The non-existence of these
heteroclinic connections results in the phenomenon of dynamical matching. In
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this case, if we integrate an initial condition inside the region of the unstable
manifold of UPO of the upper-right index-1 saddle forward and backward in
time, we see in the upper right panel of Fig. 2 that the resulting trajectory
comes from the region of the upper-right index-1 saddle and exits the caldera
through the region of the opposite lower saddle without any interaction with
the central area of the caldera.
Now, for values of the stretching parameter equal or above the critical value
we have the formation of heteroclinic connections between the stable manifold
coming from an UPO of the central region of the Caldera and the unstable
manifold of the UPO of the upper-right index-1 saddle, see (middle and lower left
panels of Fig. 2. This heteroclinic connection destroys the dynamical matching
mechanism because many trajectories become trapped inside the lobes between
the two invariant manifolds. We can see this better if we choose an initial
condition inside a lobe, as we illustrate in the middle and lower left panels of
Fig. 2) and integrate it forward and backward. We observe that the resulting
trajectory is temporarily trapped in the central area of the caldera before it
exits from this area, see the middle and lower right panels of Fig. 2.
4. Summary and Outlook
In this paper we have shown that heteroclinic connections are the phase space
mechanism that controls dynamical matching. While we have demonstrated this
behavior for a two DoF caldera model, the notion of a heteroclinic trajectory is
valid for dynamical systems with an arbitrary number of dimensions. Hence, it
would be interesting to explore the formation of this phase space structure as a
mechanism for dynamical matching in systems with three or more DoF.
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